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RAK Customs origanises the 2nd IPR Forum under the theme: We promote with
Reading
In line with the International IPR Day, RAK Customs Department organised on 26th
April 2016 its 2nd IPR Forum under the theme 'We promote with Reading'. The forum
was held at the Customs Hall of RAK Customs Head Office and witnessed wide
participation of almost 40 attendees, including officials and staff from the
Department and other strategic partners.
Miss Ghaya Al Shamsi, Institutional Communication Officer at RAK Customs,
presented the Forum, commencing it with an opening summary of this year's forum.
She pointed out that the Forum this year revolves around the IPR as a means to
achieve and maintain economic development, and to promote the written word and
facilitate better communication amongst diverse cultures.
A short film, prepared by one of the cinema cadres, on IPR and Copyright protection
was shown at the forum. The film tackled different issues relating to adjacent rights
granted by regulations to writers and authors.
Poet Ahmed Essa Al Asm, Head of Administrative Board of Emirates Writers' and
Literates' Union, was hosted by the Forum, along with poet Nasser Al Bakr, Mr.
Ahmed's deputy, and poet Abdullah Al Sabab, the information person in charge at
the Administrative Board.
Poet Ahmed Al Asm commended the film at the beginning of his speech to the
Forum, and confirmed that the phenomenon of stealing others' writings does
actually exist. The poet shared his experience with reading and how it started and
developed in an earlier, encouraging the audience to read and to seek good sense
and taste in all books they read.
He also autographed his new book 'Neglected in Life', and distributed an assortment
of books to the attendees as gifts.
At the conclusion of the forum, a workshop on counterfeit and original products was
delivered in co-operation with the United Trademark & Patent Services, where
attendees were shown how to identify and differentiate between counterfeit and
original products.

